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MACHINERY, PROCESSING AND THE BUSINESS OF RECYCLING

The promise of

CHEMICAL
RECYCLING
Proponents say chemical
recycling offers a way to recover
plastics that are unsuited to
traditional mechanical
recycling methods.
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EQUIPMENT CASE STUDIES | SIZE REDUCTION

Herbold's SML 60/100-F7-3-SB
granulator employs screws
and a material surge bunker
to aid in feeding . Image: Herbold

Taking it up a notch
A new granulator from Herbold Meckesheim increases
productivity at UltrePET LLC, Albany, New York.
B Y A L L A N G E R L AT

A

new granulator with more blades
and a mechanism for forcefeeding has given a New York
bottle recycler an edge in its efforts to increase its capabilities.
The recycler, UltrePET LLC,
Albany, New York, turns polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) bottles sourced from
curbside and bottle-deposit programs
into Food and Drug Administrationapproved, 100 percent postconsumer pellets and flakes. The company used to operate five granulators—three to process
clear PET and two for green PET.
UltrePET concluded that it needed
to get more throughput from its granu-
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lators. Specifically, the company wanted to increase its output of clear PET.
UltrePET shifted a machine that was
processing clear plastic over to handling
green PET and replaced the grinder
that was previously dedicated to processing green material with a new unit
to process clear PET. Although it wanted a larger capacity granulator, the company could accommodate a granulator
that was only slightly larger than the
machine it was replacing.
UltrePET purchased a Herbold
Meckesheim USA granulator, the SML
60/100-F7-3-SB. Because UltrePET’s
“preference was to stay with the same

model units [so] as to share spare parts
to limit new parts inventory,” the new
granulator mostly mirrors the machines UltrePET already had installed,
says David Lefrancois, president of
Herbold, North Smithfield, Rhode Island. However, unlike the older machines, which are gravity-fed, the new
machine comes with a double-screw
feed system that crams the cutting
chamber with bottles.
“By adding the force-feed trough,
Herbold was able to produce the same
output rate of two machines in a single
unit,” Lefrancois says.
The optional forced-feeding mechanism prevents bottles from bouncing
above the rotor, which typically occurs
with conventional granulators, he says.
That increases the granulator’s cutting
efficiency and output.
“What we decided to do instead
of buying the same style grinder, we
bought a grinder that was a little more
robust and [had] a little more capacity
and a force-fed grinder,” says Raymond
Harris, UltrePET manufacturing process specialist.
Other benefits that come from using the force-fed granulator include reduced horsepower demand, footprint
and noise. It saves energy overall. The
machine also offers even rotor loads, resulting in fewer fines and less dust in the
regrind, according to Herbold.
Lefrancois says granulators that feature the force-fed design employ either
vertical or horizontal screws and a material surge bunker to keep bottles moving steadily.
The SML machines are generalpurpose granulators. A centrally hinged,
two-piece housing divided at an inclined angle provides easy access to the
cutting chamber for maintenance. The
rotor and bed knives are mounted at
opposing angles for a steady cutting gap
the length of the knife. That also lowers
noise, the company says.
The 60/100 model’s feed space is
29.5 inches by 38.5 inches. The rotor
diameter is 24 inches. Its rated capacity ranges from 1,540 to 3,520 pounds
per hour.
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Taking it up a notch
Continued from Page 20
The granulator’s smart controls respond to changes in motor amperage,
machine vibrations and material volume to optimize the unit’s throughput.
Another feature of the machine is
its vibration sensing, which lets maintenance operators know when it’s time
to service the knives. “This allows for
maximum output, reduction of fines,
reduction in energy consumption and
protects the machine from excessive
damage,” Lefrancois says.
For blade changes, the machine uses
hydraulics rather than a manual lift. The
new Herbold granulator comes
with a seven-arm rotor, instead
of the four-arm versions that
make up most of UltrePET’s
fleet. Both versions
have two blades on

each arm, giving the new granulator a
total of six additional blades.
UltrePET, which runs its recycling
equipment 24 hours per day, changes
blades on the new machine about every day and a half to two days. Harris adds that once the new machine
was installed sometime between late
2016 and early 2017, UltrePET experienced a couple of minor issues, primarily involving the electrical setup, but
Herbold quickly resolved them.
Since the new machine was installed,
UltrePET has significantly increased
the amount of PET it granulates. “This
one has probably bumped our grinding up about 30 to 35 percent,” Harris
says. “The more we do, the more that
we can wash in our wash line, and the
quicker we can diminish our inventory
out here. Right now, we’re packed with
material. We keep buying it so we don’t
run low through the winter months.”
Overall, Harris says the company is
happy with the investment. “[The grinder] almost grinds 2-to-1 over the other
grinder. And it’s basically the same size.”
It’s spurred thoughts of expansion,
as well. “If we could fit more of them
in, we probably would buy more down
the road,” he says. “Our grinding con-

Down to size
Continued from Page 21
thanks to the preshredder’s robust engineering, low wear and easy access to the
cutting chamber.
Hartmann says downtime also
could be reduced because of the longer
lifetime of the knives.
With the machine, it’s easy to
change knives and adjust counter
knives because of the hydraulic maintenance door. And screens are easy to
access and change because of the machine’s hydraulically operated design.
An internal pusher that ensures
continuous shredding further contributes to the machine’s efficiency.
The Micromat 2000 comes with
rotor-protection welding, designed
to reduce rotor wear and substantially
increasing the rotor’s lifetime when
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running contaminated material. It is
equipped with a torque-limiting safety clutch, providing drive protection.
The model has a 132-kilowatt motor and 79.7-inch-long rotor, which
moves at 120 rpm. The preshredder’s
opening measures about 9.2 feet by
7.9 feet, with a filling height of about
8.5 feet. In all, the cutting zone comprises about 48.4 square feet. •••
The author is a correspondent for Plastics
Machinery Magazine and can be contacted at
agerlat@plasticsmachinerymagazine.com.

For more information
Lindner Recyclingtech America LLC,
800-235-1391, www.l-rt.com

figuration doesn’t really [allow for much
growth]. I think we could possibly put
one more in. But I don’t think we could
do two more.” •••
The author is a correspondent for Plastics
Machinery Magazine and can be contacted at
agerlat@plasticsmachinerymagazine.com.

For more information
Herbold Meckesheim USA, 401-597-5500,
www.herboldusa.com
UltrePET LLC, 518-459-1080,
www.ultrepet.com

An ideal combination
Continued from Page 22
“So, the surface of the screen is always
getting cleaned from a scraping system.”
The screen changer not only has cut
downtime, but it’s also contributed to
improved product quality and greater
consistency. It all adds up to labor savings, according to ZARS.
Firmani says the new line, including
the extruder and melt filter, have stood
up to the challenge posed by contaminated plastic streams.
“The extruder is capable of 2,000
pounds per hour with decent quality
feedstock,” he says. “The melt filter has
allowed us to maintain that rate with
feedstocks that are heavily contaminated and has opened up additional
postconsumer feed streams without any
negative impact on the quality of our
finished product.” •••
The author is a correspondent for Plastics
Machinery Magazine and can be contacted at
agerlat@plasticsmachinerymagazine.com.

For more information
Aaron Industries Corp., 978-534-6135,
www.aaroninc.com
Davis-Standard LLC, 860-599-1010,
https://davis-standard.com
Zimmer America Recycling Solutions
(ZARS), 864-464-0007, www.zars-usa.com

